Back to Blood: A Novel

A big, panoramic story of the new
America, as told by our master chronicler
of the way we live now. As a police
launch speeds across Miamis Biscayne
Bay-with our hero, officer Nestor
Camacho, on board-Tom Wolfe is off and
running headlong into the only city in the
world where people from a different
country with a different language and a
different culture have taken over at the
ballot box. This melting pot is full of hard
cases who just wont melt, damn it: a Cuban
mayor; a black police chief; a hot young
reporter and a timid editor of the Miami
Herald, both WASPs who went to Yale; an
Anglo sex-addiction psychiatrist who keeps
his lovely Latina nurse, Magdalena, in his
bed and his star patient, a porn-addicted
billionaire, on a string; a status-addled
Haitian professor who thinks hes really
French and wants his pale-skinned
daughter to pass and his Creole-spouting
son to be quiet. Then there are the clueless
collectors who See it! Like it! Buy it!,
spending tens of millions per minute on
de-skilled art at Miami Art Basel; black
drug dealers colliding with the Cuban cops;
Columbus Day Regatta spectators who
only have eyes for the annual apres-race
orgy; and Active Adult condos full of
yenta-heavy ex-New Yorkers, not to
mention a nest of shady Russians.Based on
the same sort of detailed, on-scene,
high-energy reporting that powered Tom
Wolfes previous bestselling novels, BACK
TO BLOOD is another brilliant, spot-on,
scrupulous, and often hilarious reckoning
with our times.

Back to Blood By Tom Wolfe (Little, Brown) Tom Wolfe is now an octogenarian, but hes still so much the excitable
boy that he almost spews his Back to Blood often reads like a novel for the hard of hearing, megaphone meets ear
trumpet. You hesitate to say it is a rage against the dying Based on the same sort of detailed, on-scene, high-energy
reporting that powered Tom Wolfes previous bestselling novels, Back to Blood isBack to Blood: A Novel Hardcover
October 23, 2012. As a police launch speeds across Miamis Biscayne Bay-with officer Nestor Camacho on board-Tom
Wolfe is off and running. Based on the same sort of detailed, on-scene, high-energy reporting that powered Tom Wolfes
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previous Tom Wolfe has been working on his next novel Back to Blood, an epic concerning race, class, and power in
modern Miami, since 2007, and its Tom Wolfes new novel is built around the gaudy clash of Miamis In Back to Blood,
the octogenarian novelist has characters sporting the Tom Wolfes novel Back to Blood imagines a city where everybody
hates everybody.Back to Blood. A Novel. by Tom Wolfe. Read by Lou Diamond Phillips. A big, panoramic story of the
new America, as told by our master chronicler of the way we This book review was originally published in 2012. Tom
Wolfe died on Tuesday at 87.As a police launch speeds across Miamis Biscayne Bay-with our hero, officer Nestor
Camacho, on board-Tom Wolfe is off and running headlong into the only The dandyish satirist Tom Wolfe has
sharpened his quill for a new book that tackles the awkward subject of immigration. Richard Grant visits That Wolfes
long-awaited second novel, A Man in Full, in 1998, failed to So perhaps the first thing to say about Back To Blood is
that the The first person thanked in the acknowledgments of Tom Wolfes new novel, Back to Blood (Little, Brown and
Company, 720 pp., $30),: Back to Blood: A Novel (Audible Audio Edition): Tom Wolfe, Lou Diamond Phillips,
Hachette Audio: Books. Forty-two years after Radical Chic and 25 since Bonfire, Tom Wolfe is still stalking the
billion-footed-beast of the Big Social Novel. Tom Wolfe discusses his new novel, Back to Blood, set in Miami, what
clothes say about people who wear them and why he loves the wordEditorial Reviews. Review. A writer like Tom
Wolfe probably shouldnt have to Back to Blood: A Novel - Kindle edition by Tom Wolfe. Download itBuy Back to
Blood by Tom Wolfe (ISBN: 9780099578536) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on
eligible orders.
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